STA 1020 Elementary Statistics Cr. 3
Descriptive statistics, correlation and regression, notions in probability, binomial and normal distributions, testing hypothesis. Offered Every Term.

Prerequisites: (MAT Permit to Reg ACT/SAT with a test score minimum of 11601-19999) AND (MAT Permit to Reg ACT/SAT with a test score minimum of 01601-09999) AND (MAT Permit to Reg ACT/SAT with a test score minimum of 21601-29999) AND (MAT Permit to Reg ACT/SAT with a test score minimum of 31601-39999) AND (Math Permit to Reg - (L00-L03) with a test score minimum of 11601-19999) AND (Math Permit to Reg - (L00-L03) with a test score minimum of 21601-29999) AND (Math Permit to Reg - (L00-L03) with a test score minimum of 31601-39999) AND (MQE Math Permit to Reg-(L0-L3) with a test score minimum of 11601-19999) AND (MQE Math Permit to Reg-(L0-L3) with a test score minimum of 21601-29999) AND (MQE Math Permit to Reg-(L0-L3) with a test score minimum of 31601-39999) AND (MPR2/MPE is outdated with a test score minimum of 31509-39999) AND (MPR2/MPE is outdated with a test score minimum of 21509-29999) AND (MPR2/MPE is outdated with a test score minimum of 11509-19999) AND (MPR1/ACTMath is outdated with a test score minimum of 31509-39999) AND (MPR1/ACTMath is outdated with a test score minimum of 21509-29999) AND (MPR1/ACTMath is outdated with a test score minimum of 11509-19999) AND (MAT 0900 with a minimum grade of CNC) AND (MAT 0993 with a minimum grade of C-) AND (MAT 1050 with a minimum grade of C-) AND (MAT 2010 with a minimum grade of C-)